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Induced spatiotemporal modulation instability in a
noninstantaneous self-defocusing medium
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We demonstrate theoretically and experimentally that induced spatiotemporal modulation instability can
exist in a self-defocusing medium if the nonlinearity is noninstantaneous. We predict the growth rate as a
function of the spatial and temporal frequencies of the modulation and the response time of the nonlinearity
and confirm it by our experiments. © 2005 Optical Society of America
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Modulation instability (MI), which happens in many
nonlinear wave systems,1–3 is when a small ampli-
tude modulation of a carrier wave grows exponen-
tially due to the nonlinear response of the medium.
To form MI, the Lighthill criterion3 should be satis-
fied; that is, the nonlinearity and the dispersion (dif-
fraction) must work oppositely. For example, optical
temporal MI can happen in a fiber when it is self-
focusing and of anomalous dispersion.2 Also, in self-
focusing media, a cw light beam can form spatial
MI3–6 unless the light beam is incoherent enough and
propagates in a noninstantaneous nonlinear
medium.7,8 Oppositely, it is thought that MI cannot
normally form in a self-defocusing medium because
the nonlinearity and the diffraction work in the same
way. The only exceptions are when the defocusing
medium is within a cavity9 or when there are two
counterpropagating beams in the defocusing
medium.10

Nevertheless, the stability of a system is often af-
fected by its delayed response. For example, in self-
focusing media, the stability of partially incoherent
solitons,11 stimulated four-photon interactions,12 or
the spatial MI13 could be altered by the noninstanta-
neity of the nonlinear response. In this Letter, we
demonstrate both theoretically and experimentally
that the induced spatiotemporal MI indeed can hap-
pen in a noninstantaneous self-defocusing medium.

We first analyze the wave propagating in the non-
linear medium, starting from ¹2E−ms]2D /]t2d=0,
with D=«suEu2dE being the displacement. This equa-
tion is rewritten as
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Assuming that «=«0sn0+dnd2 and the nonlinearity is
of the relaxation type with time constant t, we have
dnfuEstdu2g=e−`

t s1/tdFfuEst1du2gexpf−st− t1d /tgdt1, with
F being the nonlinearity form. For t much larger
than the optical period of about 10−15 s,14 we can ne-
glect the last two terms of Eq. (1). Putting E
=Asr̄ , tdexpsivt− ikzd into Eq. (1); neglecting all time
derivatives of the envelope A, which are much

smaller than the second time derivative of
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expsivt− ikzd; and using the paraxial approximation,
we obtain
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To study MI, we let A= sA0+adexps−igzd as the un-
perturbed plane wave plus a small modulation,13

where g=kFsA0
2d /n0 and a=a1+ ia2 is the small modu-

lation with a1,2=Refa1,2
0 expsiV · t+ ikY' ·rY − ih1z+h2zdg.

Here, h1 and h2 are the modified propagation con-
stant and the exponential growth rate, respectively.
This is different from the instantaneous case, in
which either h1 or h2 will be zero. Since dnsuA0+au2d
<FsA0

2d+Re f2A0ka1
0 exp si V · t+ ikY' · rY − ih1z+h2zd / s1

+ iVtdg, with k=−fdFsId /dIgI=A0
2.0 in a defocusing

medium, and with the integration being carried out,
Eq. (2) becomes
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We separate the real and imaginary parts and obtain
the conditions for which Eq. (3) has nontrivial solu-
tions:
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kkA0
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which is shown in Fig. 1, and h1= skk'
2 A0

2Vtd /2fn0s1
+V2t2dh2g. Here P=k' / fs2k /n0d1/2 ·kA0g. Why the spa-
tially and temporally periodic small modulation can
grow is intuitively understandable. When the light
beam with a transversely spatially periodic intensity
propagates in the defocusing medium, the region
with lower light intensity should show a higher re-
fractive index. However, due to the delayed response
of the medium, if the spatial modulation is moving

transversely with a proper frequency, the light of
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higher intensity can always meet the higher index,
similar to the situation in which MI occurs in an in-
stantaneous self-focusing medium.

Several points deserve more attention. First, if
we take the limit Vt→0, then h1→ fsk'

4 /4k2d
+ skk'

2 A0
2 /n0dg1/2, which is the same as that in an in-

stantaneous defocusing medium, and h2→0, mean-
ing no MI exists. Second, if Vt approaches infinity,
then h2 approaches zero. In this situation, MI cannot
happen since the intensity varies too fast for the ma-
terial to respond. Third, for a fixed value of Vt, h2 is
constant over a range of k' and contains no peak. As
a result, no spontaneous MI can happen in the non-
instantaneous self-defocusing medium. Fourth,
though h2 is nonzero for infinite spatial frequencies
skY'd, meaning there is an unlimited spatial gain
bandwidth, this actually would not happen if the
paraxial approximation sukY'u!kd is relaxed.

The experimental setup (Fig. 2) is similar to those
used in Refs. 4 and 6. A collimated light beam from a
532 nm cw laser is separated into two beams, A and
B. B’s amplitude is less than 1% of A’s. B is recom-
bined with A with a slightly slanted angle to generate
the light beam that carries the spatially periodic
modulation by interference. The intensity of A+B is
about I1=162 mW/cm2. We launch A+B into a pho-
torefractive SBN:60 crystal, whose length is 7 mm,
width along the c axis is 10 mm, and effective electro-
optic coefficient is 290 pm/V. The refractive index of
the crystal is 2.35. The image of the light beam at the
input face and its numerical Fourier transform are
shown in Fig. 3(a). The clear pattern shown is due to
the striation of the crystal, whose spatial frequency is
k0. We notice a small peak at k' (k'x=52/mm, k'y
=−53/mm), with modulation depth 1.0%, which cor-
responds to the interference bands of A+B. We make
this depth small on purpose to prevent the exponen-
tial growth from going into saturation. Also, because
the small peak at k' is only 1.0% of that at the
zero spatial frequency, we cannot use a lens to
get a clear Fourier image due to the limited dynamic
range of the camera. We then apply a 0.93 kV voltage
across the crystal with its polarity along the c

Fig. 1. Gain coefficient of the MI in a noninstantaneous
self-defocusing medium.
axis to yield the noninstantaneous self-defocusing
nonlinearity.15–18 The maximal index change is about
1.8310−4. The response time is of the order of 0.1 s
for our illuminating intensity. We observe that the
modulation depth [Fig. 3(b)] of the static striation
sk0d is greatly reduced from 10% to 1.0%. This is ex-
pected since a large modulation will decay in the self-
defocusing medium unless the modulation is time
varying.

We attach a piezo transducer to a mirror in B’s op-
tical path. This transducer is driven by an amplified
sawtooth signal from the function generator, as
shown in Fig. 2. This causes B’s optical path to vary
and makes the interference bands move 20 periods in
a cycle from t1 to t2. The temporal frequency sf
=V /2pd of the band shift is adjusted by the slope of
the ramp voltage. We then use the CCD camera to
take the snapshot images at the output face of the
crystal every 0.1 s. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show two of
the snapshot images for a different frequency f. From
the series of snapshot images, we find that the bands
corresponding to k' move at the same speed and in
the same direction as that at the input face, meaning
that they are indeed the pattern of induced MI. To ob-
tain the modulation depth and the growth rate, we
take the Fourier transform of the snapshot images.
For each frequency f we find that the modulation
depths are about the same for the last few periods in
a cycle, indicating that the system has reached a
steady state before t2. We therefore do not need to
worry about the phase discontinuity between two
cycles. Also, to distinguish our experiment from the
well-known two-wave mixing with a moving
grating,19 in a separate experiment, we reverse the
sawtooth signal that drives the mirror to make the
bands move in the opposite direction. For the same
frequency f, we observe about the same modulation

Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental setup. BS, beam
splitter.

Fig. 3. Intensity patterns at the (a) input and (b)–(d) out-
put faces of the crystal and their Fourier transform. The
component at zero spatial frequency is removed manually

since it is too high to be shown.
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depths for both directions. This is saying that the
gain we observe here is symmetric about the detun-
ing frequency, clearly different from the asymmetric
gain of the two-wave mixing.

We want to compare the experimental result with
the theoretical prediction. We use the data from the
Fourier transform to find the gain, defined as
soutput modulation depthd / sinput modulation depthd,
and calculate the growth rate, defined as
lnsgaind / slength of the crystald, which is shown as
the dots in Fig. 4(b). We use P1=0.21 (k'=74/mm,
k=27,754/mm, n0<2.35, and Dn=1.8310−4) and t1
=0.1 s as the theoretical parameters to fit the experi-
mental result and plot it in Fig. 4(b). In the low-
frequency range s,4Hzd, the experimental result and
the theoretical prediction fit well. For the higher-
frequency range s.4Hzd, the discrepancy can be at-
tributed to the fact that the fringes move too fast so
that the transient effect of the charge redistribution
and screening process needs to be corrected in theory.
We also do another set of experiments with k'

=148/mm, Vbias=550 VsDn=1.1310−4d, and I2
=46 mW/cm2, shown in Fig. 4(a). We use fitting pa-
rameters P2=0.55 and t2=0.35 s (=t1 ·I1 /I2, the re-
sponse time is inversely proportional to intensity) in
the theory. Figure 4(c) shows good agreement be-
tween the theory and the experiment.

Fig. 4. (a) Intensity patterns of the MI. (b),(c) Growth
rates as a function of the temporal frequency of the modu-

lation. The solid curves are predicted by the perturbation.
To conclude, we have demonstrated theoretically
and experimentally the induced spatiotemporal
modulation instability in a self-defocusing medium
when the nonlinearity is noninstantaneous.
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